PRODUCT INSIGHT

COURSEBUILDER

NEXT GENERATION CONTENT AUTHORING
FOR LEARNING TEAMS

MULTI-LANGUAGE

CLOUD-BASED

MULTI-DEVICE

CourseBuilder is the cloud-based tool of choice for creating multi-language and multi-device
digital learning. Teams can collaboratively create, edit and publish one course that will play on
any device, on any platform, in many languages and on any learning management system.

KEY FEATURES

GLOBAL TEAM-FRIENDLY WORKFLOW

• Enterprise scale collaboration

CourseBuilder is cloud-based, so teams can work on the

• Create once, publish to any device
• Powerful multi-language support
• Full control of branding and lookand-feel

same course simultaneously, from anywhere. No need
for local installation or software version nightmares!
Files, graphics, interactions and even complete elearning
modules can easily be shared, copied and repurposed,
reducing development time. Automatic tracking of
feedback streamlines your processes. You can quickly
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see who’s reviewed a course, the changes required and
whether the amends have been done. And with everyone
working on one course at the same time, version control
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is not an issue.
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CourseBuilder allows you to specify roles and
permissions not only for a whole course, but also for
specific modules and language versions. For example,
you can give someone author permissions for one
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module, so they can create and modify content.
However, for another module you might give the same
person only reviewer permissions, with limited access to
content and no editing rights.

CREATE ONCE, PUBLISH TO ANY DEVICE
CourseBuilder allows you to publish content to work on both desktop and mobile devices. One course works
on multiple devices with no need to create separate versions, saving you development time and allowing
you to react to business needs quickly and efficiently. Learners can access courses across different
devices without losing their progress, picking up wherever they left off. Flexible learning at its best.

SEAMLESS TRANSLATION AND LOCALISATION
CourseBuilder’s ‘One Course’ concept means you create and publish multiple
language versions and localised content easily as a single package.

FULL CONTROL OF BRANDING AND LOOK-AND-FEEL
Fully customise all aspects of the look-and-feel of your content for your own
organisation with our powerful Skin Editor. Create Skin templates for your team
to use, ensuring easy brand control.

INTUITIVE AND EASY TO USE
With its intuitive drag-and-drop visual editing, CourseBuilder
has been designed for you to create rich, engaging digital
learning content with minimal product training
and no programming experience.

BEYOND THE COURSE
CourseBuilder’s unique power and flexibility busts the boundaries of ‘traditional’
elearning and lets you create beyond-the-course content:
- Explainers, micro-learning, nano-learning, etc. can all be authored
within CourseBuilder
- Supports gamification of learning
- Adaptive learning – role-based, level-based, results-based, learner-directed

GET IN TOUCH
Contact learning@lumesse.com for a live demo, or visit:
www.lumesselearning.com/coursebuilder/
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